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UX Audit

The Audit Checklist
Breaking down your audit into a few categories will help you 
digest the number of things to look at. It will also help you focus 
your efforts on key areas if you’re just trying to audit a specific 
category of your product.

The Audit Categories

Before we get started with a project, we like to have 
conversations with founders and prospective clients around 
their expectations for how they will deliver valuable outcomes to 
their users. In this, we’ve created a table-based notion template 
that you can use to start thinking about the different phases of 
your product.

Content

Design & Typography

Navigation & Structure

Accessibility & Compliance

Mobile Reponsiveness

This is primarily a heuristic evaluation checklist. It’s a compilation 
we’ve created and refined over time. Inspired by the best design 
minds on the internet, put into practice and remixed from our 
experiences using it.
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There are a ton of great tools you can leverage while going 
through your audit. The following tools will help you work through 
some of the trickier aspects of your audit.

Contrast

Contrast is also a great tool for checking the contrast of your elements. This is a Figma 

plugin and a native app that you can use on anything. So if there is a live site no need 

to capture screenshots.

https://usecontrast.com/

Stark

Stark is an all-in-one tool for various kinds of accessibility checks. It covers color 

contrast, vision simulation, and focus order.

https://www.figma.com/community/
plugin/732603254453395948

Coblis

This tool allows you to upload images to it and test different color blindness types. This 

is super helpful when deciding your color palette and making sure there is sufficient 

contrast across the board for your product.

https://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-
simulator/ 

https://usecontrast.com/
https://www.figma.com/community/plugin/732603254453395948/Stark
https://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-simulator/


https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/lighthouse/blipmdconlkpinefehnmjammfjpmpbjk?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/wave-evaluation-tool/jbbplnpkjmmeebjpijfedlgcdilocofh?hl=en-US
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Now that our audit is complete, what is the next step? We need to 

collect all of our information and present it to our stakeholders. This 

can be either in a video or a presentation—it depends on how much 

time you have and what you’re comfortable with.



Let’s break it down.

1. Executive summary

We need to type an overall high-level summary of the experience, and what we found 

along the way, and touch on a high-level plan to address everything. 

2. Key Findings

Here we want to map out the 3 to 5 key findings we found during our audit, we want to 

bring them back to the executive summary we established and make sure they are at a 

high enough level.  

3. Interview Quotes

If you had interviews or observation sessions with customers/users we’ll want to pull 

out a few quotes to capture their sentiment and experience. If we’re creating a video 

report or want to leverage video in our report we can also cut the footage together and 

make a montage of that feedback. This not only helps ground the recommendations but 

helps advocate and include the customers’ voice.  
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In Conclusion
While we recommend micro audits be added to your sprint cadence we 

understand this isn’t the case for everyone, but performing regular 

audits on your product will increase overall satisfaction and loyalty 

amongst your team and add customers.



If you feel you need a team of experts to come in and help you get your 

audit going don’t hesitate to contact us now and we can get you a 

roadmap that will make your product shine.





Need help with a UX audit 
for your product?

Schedule a Free Consultation With Us!

www.headway.io/free-consultation

We can’t wait to see how we can help you move forward.

https://www.headway.io/ux-audits
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